
 

 

Households across the country commit well worn & much loved denim clothing to 

land fill every month.    

                                               STOP there’s now and exciting alternative. 

 

 

Together we can repurpose these garments into picnic blankets, single bed or 

couch quilts enabling those favourite jeans to still be a useful and loved treasure. 

The process is simple requires minimal preparation on your part.   

(instructions on page 2) 

Old worn out jeans (or those sizes hiding in the back of the cupboard) will 

transform into a super warm and cosy bed quilt or a durable picnic throw.      

A completed standard single bed quilt  64” x  83”   (other sizes can be 

accommodated POA) 

MDR Quilting Services will return a fully completed throw or quilt ready for use or 

gift giving.  



 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Wash and dry denim garments.  

Roughly cut into 7” square pieces. (These will be precision cut to 6.5 by MDR Quilting). 

A rough cut service is available however additional charges will apply. 

 

Thick seams, pockets and tabs are fine providing they are not on the outer edge of the square.  

  Zips studs & buttons should not be included. 

A single bed requires 63 squares   (for alternative sizes please telephone for details) 

The squares should be posted to  

MDR Quilting Services  

78 Banksia Street 

Colo Vale  2575 

Please include:  

                               Your name, address, telephone number, email address. 
                                     (you will be advised of the squares safe arrival and schedule time frame) 



 

 
Your return package will contain a completely finished denim treasure. 

This new and exciting service ensures the return of a completed quilt at 

significantly less than the cost of normal quilting services alone. 

 

However the price includes  

Cotton fabric for lattice, backing borders & binding. 

Wadding, Thread & professional Quilting      $ 220  inc GST   + postage POA  

 

All squares will be precision cut to 6.5” blocks 

Blocks will be joined using a navy lattice (of 100% cotton fabric) 

The top will be edged with a navy 5” border (of 100% cotton fabric) 

Backing will be navy 100% cotton fabric. 

Wadding (blanket insert 60% x 40% wool poly) (durable and machine washable) 

Signature thread 100% cotton 

Binding toned with border fabric (this will be made and machined on) 

Quilts will be professionally quilted using an Edge to Edge design. 
                                                                                (unless semi or custom design required and by arrangement) 

                                                                                                  (variations in thread colours may apply) 

 

 

 


